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1. Introduction 

This final report is a part of a 12 ECTS credited final B.Sc project in Computer Science at Reykjavík 

University. This report was written over the period January 2021 till May 2021. The final project 

is submitted to the Department of Computer Science at 

Reykjavik University partly as a research project as well as a software product.  

 

The instructor of this project is Anna Sigríður Islind, assistant professor at the Department of 

Computer Science within Reykjavik University. The examiner is Guðný Ragna Jónsdóttir, a 

software developer and agile coach at Valitor. The supervisor of the course, Lokaverkefni ( T-404-

LOKA ), is Hallgrímur Arnaldsson lecturer at the Department of Computer Science within 

Reykjavík University.  

 

We would like to express sincere gratitude to our instructor Anna Sigríður Islind, which has over 

the course of this project provided us with invaluable guidance and encouragement. Also, we 

would like to thank Þórdís Jóna Jónsdóttir, CFO of Smart Solutions, and Jón Jarl Þorgrímsson, CEO 

of Smart Solutions, for their true belief in the team, strong support, and motivation over the last 

months.  

 

1.1 Project overview 

Today, digital payment and other services have been growing in the international market. Now 

people commonly use their phones for paying instead of plastic cards and digital tickets instead 

of boarding passes. It is more convenient to have everything in the same place and nowadays 

people usually have their phone with them, and the physical wallet has started to disappear. 

Many people have become accustomed to using the phone for such services creating a huge gap 

in the market for more digital solutions in this field. In Iceland, there are mainly two types of 

operating systems for phones, Android and iOS. People with iOs phones use Apple Wallet for 

digital cards and Android users use Google pay which is not yet available in Iceland. Android users 
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can use digital wallets to store digital cards but have to use bank mobile applications (hereinafter 

called apps) to pay, which generally are not considered very efficient by users. That is why we are  

creating an app that is similar to Google Pay. We want to bridge the gap in the market and provide 

service for Android users until Google Pay will be available in Iceland. We place great emphasis 

on not changing the user experience from Google Pay, therefore making the transition smooth, 

hence we take into account what people are already using and design our system based on that. 

  

Near field communication (NFC) is a fast-growing field of technology. This technology has great 

potential and can be used to refine and technicalize various processes and objects that we 

interact with. NFC service in the form of payments has been very prominent over the last months 

and years. NFC is open for Android operating systems but remains closed for iOS. To use NFC 

technology on a product designed for apple products requires a special certificate. Earlier this 

year Smart Solutions, our collaborator in this project, received these certifications from Apple, 

which was the basis for us to start working on this project. 

1.2 The team 

The team consists of five students all finishing a B.Sc. degree in Computer Science from Reykjavík 

University. Arndís Einarsdóttir, Andrea Skúladóttir, Helga Lárusdóttir, Ingibjörg L. Kubielas 

Hafliðadóttir, and Katla Rún Arnórsdóttir were joined together to form a cohesive and ambitious 

team that worked extremely well together throughout the course of the project.  

1.3 Being a part of a Startup company 

Smart Solutions is a startup company and was established only two and half year ago. One of 

their main achievements among many others is to make the driver’s license in Iceland digital and 

available to all people with a valid license. There is a big difference between working in a startup 

company and a large corporation. The uncertainty is high and often there are not many people 

that you can apply to, rather you need to figure things out yourself and trust your own initiative. 

This was often the case while working on our project. There is no technical department that we 
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were able to go and seek advice or explanations for the code which already exists, and we need 

to change for our project.  

Below is a diagram that shows a timeline. It shows when Smart Solutions was founded, roughly 

how it developed, and its recent accomplishments. The timeline also shows when the group 

joined with the final project, the progression of the project is shown, and what the group aims to 

accomplish at the end of the project. Finally, the timeline also shows the group’s future vision 

after this project is finished. 
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Figure 1: Timeline for the project 
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2. The product  

In this chapter, we will go over the three parts that make our final product.  

1) Our app, SmartWallet 

2) The frontend which hosts the distribution page  

3) The backend which controls all the data and connections.  

These three parts all work together as a whole and thus create the final software product of this 

project along with the NFC. This product will work for companies that wish to use their own 

system as well as companies which will only use our system. In the design part of this report, we 

will go deeper into the structure and functionality of the app.  

 

If we look at the overall picture of how our system connects to other systems, we can take an 

example of a user going to the swimming pool. The user starts by getting the swimming pool pass 

on his phone by scanning a QR code. That is done with the camera on Apple or the camera, which 

is triggered in the SmartWallet app, for Android. Next, the user is transferred to the distribution 

site where he then pays for the pass, and inputs required information, for example, name and 

social security number. The information is sent to our backend, which forwards the information 

to the swimming pool backend. The pass is created when the information is collected from our 

backend and the pass is displayed in the wallet. 

When the user wants to use the pass to get into the swimming pool, the user scans the pass at 

the gate. The scan accepts a string with NFC functionality and forwards it to the swimming pool 

hardware. The pass is checked on the swimming pool side, if it is valid the gate opens but does 

not open if it is not valid. The swimming pool backend is constantly communicating with our 

backend, and sending updates of their swimming pool cards, which our backend updates in the 

user’s phones. 
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Figure 2: How our system connects to other systems 

 

2.1 The app 

In the timeline, you can see that Smart Solutions already have built an app that supports 

PKpasses. It was made specifically for Android users so they could have their digital driver’s 

license on their phones. The app was made in React Native. To implement NFC functionality for 

digital passes, the app needs to support NFC, and unfortunately React Native doesn’t support it. 

Therefore, there is an opportunity for us to build a new app with a new design and more 

functionalities. SmartWallet has 33.000 active users on Google Play. We need to upgrade the 

existing app instead of releasing a new app due to high number of users, so there are many things 

that we need to consider.  
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The table below shows the difference between how SmartWallet is now and how it will be after 

the upgrade. 

 

Features Before After 

Framework and 

language 

React Native and javascript Flutter and Dart 

Supports member pass yes yes 

Supports punch pass yes yes 

Supports coupon yes yes 

Supports ticket yes yes 

Supports barcode on 

pass 

yes yes 

Supports NFC on pass no yes 

Supports user‘s 

backup 

no Yes 

Format of pass Pkpass file Object 
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Design of pass 

 

 

Table 1: Difference between SmartWallet now and after the upgrade 

 

2.2 Frontend 

In January when the group joined Smart Solution, they had not gotten far in the development 

process. Only the foundation for the frontend was in place so we needed to add all necessary 

functionality.  

 

To distribute the passes to customers we need to have a frontend, or a so-called distribution 

page. This page must support inputs from users and payment of passes, where they are needed. 

We also wanted to connect a deepLink (further explained in 2.2.1) to the SmartWallet for a better 

user experience and to prevent a common misunderstanding of where the pass should be stored. 

 

To support input to the pass from the user, we needed to create a distribution form that inserts 

and updates the information on the pass. It connects them to the right fields on the pass template 

so that they are displayed correctly. This feature is decided by the issuer of the pass.  

 

To support payment of passes we have to connect to Rapyd pay’s API, but Rapyd is a payments 

platform offering payment methods. Smart Solutions customers, the issuers of the passes can 
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require payments for their passes. The issuers then have an account with Rapyd and we connect 

to Rapyd API, so the payment for the passes we provide goes straight to the issuers, so we act as 

a bridge between our customers and Rapyd. This hasn’t been implemented yet as we are waiting 

for answers from our contact person at Rapyd to get the documentation for this connection. We 

did not manage to connect to Rapyd before handing in the project, however it will be 

implemented after the due date of the project. 

2.2.1 Deep Linking 

To ensure a better customer experience we implemented deep Linking into SmartWallet when 

the pass is “downloaded”. This task was estimated to take a rather short time but proved to be 

more time-consuming. We created dynamic links through firebase. This implementation was 

needed so that we could send the pass ID over to SmartWallet, in order to connect the right 

phone number and pass together and ultimately display the correct pass to the user in 

SmartWallet.  

 

If the user downloads a pass from the distribution page and already has SmartWallet on their 

phone they will be transferred to the SmartWallet app, and the pass will be displayed there. 

However, if the user doesn’t have SmartWallet downloaded on their phone they will be 

transferred to the Google Play store page so they can download SmartWallet. After the app has 

been downloaded it will open up and the pass will greet them in the SmartWallet app.  

 

Here below is the before and after pictures of the distribution page along with notes on the 

functionality of the page.  

2.2.2. Distribution page before changes 

On these pages, the user could only get passes without input values and prepaid or free passes. 

The button “Niðurhala passa” in mobile view downloaded a PKpass regardless of whether the 

user has an Android or apple phone. If the user has Android phone, they will download the pass 
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by clicking “Niðurhala passa” and then need to find the pass on their phone and then click open 

with SmartWallet if and when it is downloaded. 

 

 

Figure 3: Frontend, browser view 
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Figure 4: Frontend, mobile view 

 

2.2.3. Distribution page after changes 

These pictures show the functionality that has been added to the distribution page, or points to 

design figures since some features are in the last stages of development. 

If you are using an Android phone, there is a deepLink behind the “download pass” button which 

sends the pass ID over to the app, the app queries the database and displays the pass. If you are 

using an apple phone and click “download pass” then there is a PKpass file downloaded to the 

phone and displayed in AppleWallet. In figures 6 and 7 you can see the design for these pages. In 

figure 4 we show the input fields required for this specific pass. The user fills in the fields and 

presses “Búa til passa”, and is then moved to another view, figure 5, which shows these values 

on the pass and the QR code. 
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Figure 5: Browser view of input fields for a pass, shows both Android and apple pass view 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Browser view of distribution page after clicking “Búa til passa”. Shows both Android and Apple pass view 
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Figure 7: Mobile view of distribution page for Apple, with input fields and after clicking “Búa til passa”.  
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Figure 8 Mobile view of distribution page for Android, with input fields and after clicking “Búa til passa”. 

 

2.3 Backend 

In January when the group joined Smart Solutions to work on the project, they hadn’t gotten far 

in the development process and mostly had done work in the backend, other aspects were only 

in the conceptual stage. They had set up the database along with a graphQL setup to query data 

from the database. They had already created structures for PKpass templates and PKpasses which 
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is the basis for creating new pass templates and passes in the backend. They were using an 

already existing distribution page, a page where users download passes to their phones, which 

only worked for apple phones.  

 

Even though the basis for the backend existed, the group still had a lot of work to do. The group 

needs to research what solution for backing up passes will work best for SmartWallet and later 

implement it. The group had to query passes that belongs to the correct user and ensure they 

are only located in one device. The group needed to implement the deletion of passes in the app 

without deleting them from the database. Along with delete, the group also had to be able to 

offer updates of passes, that will support punch passes or specific ordering of passes in the app. 

Furthermore, a research was done on the work process for the migration of already existing 

passes from the old system to this new system. Here below is a diagram that shows this 

graphically. Blue points represent aspects that were already in the system and red aspects that 

the group will implement.  
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Figure 9: Development of the backend 
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3. Research 

In this chapter, we will go over the parts of the project which were researched. As NFC is still a 

rather new technology we began to research and study all the aspects of how it worked, and then 

how we could integrate it into the system already used by Smart Solutions. Lastly, we had to 

research how the NFC would be implemented in our App. 

3.1. Near field communication - NFC 

NFC stands for Near Field Communication and is a short-range wireless communication between 

two devices using electromagnetic radio waves. At least one device needs to be transmitting and 

the other receiving the signal, so it can be active or passive.  

There are five types of NFC, numbered from one to five. NFC Type 1 tag is the simplest and 

cheapest, they are usually on business cards or read-only applications. NFC type 2 tag offers more 

functionality but is a little more expensive, it is typically used for low-value transactions, day 

transit passes, or event tickets. NFC type 3 tag is mostly used in Asia and is a bit different from 

the other tags, it has a sophisticated tag that is called Sony FeliCa and is a Japanese innovation. 

It is rather expensive but it has a wide range of functionality, now it is mostly used in transit 

tickets, E-money, Electronic ID, health care devices, and more. NFC type 4 tag has the best 

security and is the only tag that provides support for ISO 7816, and it allows modification on NDEF 

messages. It has a moderate to high price depending on how much memory you need to use. 

Android uses only NFC type 4 to send NDEF messages, and therefore we need to make sure that 

our scanners can accept NFC 4 payload. NFC type 5 tag offers support for ISO/IEC 15693 and is 

mostly used for library books, ticketing, and medication packaging [5] .  

Apple and Android devices use active NFC and can collect and read information from NFC tags 

and exchange information. Passive NFC can only send data, but it can run without power, 

furthermore, it can be installed on all sorts of devices [7]. 
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3.1.1 NFC in Apple Wallet  

We added NFC functionality to the PKpasses that are used in the Apple wallet, but the apple 

passes were already ready in their system in the beginning of the project. Since Smart Solutions 

has an NFC license from Apple we only needed to add a few lines of code to the PKpass template. 

It is not easy to get this license from Apple and the reason why a license is needed to be able to 

use NFC functionality is they want to limit access to the functionality for security reasons. 

3.1.2. NFC in SmartWallet 

We had to write the code for SmartWallet, so it would support the NFC functionality. After 

speaking with the Dot Origin manufacturer and getting the VTAP100 scan we tried to write our 

own NFC code corresponding to a Flutter code we found on the internet, but that did not work. 

We did research trying to find flutter libraries that included HCE, (host card emulation) which 

allows the phone to pretend to be an N-tag but the library also needs to be able to send an NDEF 

message. No library included both functionalities, but we decided to try to implement a library 

we found that supports HCE. 

When testing the code, scanning a pass with the VTAP100 worked, but we always got a different 

8-character string. We could not figure out why this string was displayed when scanned and 

where it was coming from. 

When speaking to Dot Origin we found out that this was the UID number, that was always being 

sent from the Android phone to the scanner but not from the App. Because of that, we could not 

test if the right payload (NDEF) message was being sent from the app. 

We arranged a meeting with Dot Origin and found out there was some misunderstanding, as Dot 

Origin thought we were working with Google Smart Tap and building an app using its 

functionality. It turned out that VTAP100 does not accept NFC 4 payload and Android phones 

only send NFC 4 messages. The scan is specially made for Google Smart Tap and Apple wallet, 

they both send NFC 4 messages but we don't have access to their documentation. The NFC 
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message responses required to emulate a type 4 NFC NDEF encoded tag and a Smart Tap session 

are very similar. 

They told us that we could not test the app with the VTAP100 scan which we were using because 

of that. But they pointed out that we could use the app "NFC Taginfo" by NXP to test if our code 

was working and the payload was being sent. 

When testing our code with the "NFC Taginfo" app we were having difficulties as we did not know 

if it was the app that was not working or if the code was simply not working correctly. We did not 

have any fully functional Android pass with NFC to compare to the passes in our app. 

As Dot Origin only has the functionality we need in VTAP100 for Google Smart Tap and Apple, 

and won't be implementing it in the app until after some months so we had to figure out other 

solutions. If we would want to try to mimic Google Smart Tap, then we would have to get 

permission from Google. Dot Origin had told us that Smart Tap documentation is covered by a 

Google partner agreement which means that we can't get the information unless we can get our 

own legitimate access through a Google contact. We contacted Google support and got the 

information that Google Pay could not comment on the timeline for the availability of the Google 

Pay app in Iceland as they are still fine-tuning it in the countries currently supported and won’t 

expand to other territories until that is completed. 

After the meeting, we had four options. 

1. Wait for Dot Origin to update the hardware so they could accept NFC 4 payload, which 

could take 3-4 months. 

2. Wait until Google Smart Tap allows passes in Google Pay in Iceland, which could maybe 

be later this year but is still unconfirmed 

3. Try to imitate the Google NFC protocol 

4. Find another manufacturer with hardware that can read NFC 4 payload 

Then Dot Origin confirmed our conclusion from all the research, that we need a library that 

supports both HCE and also to be able to send an NDEF message. We were having a hard time 
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finding some information on someone else trying to emulate Smart Tap or Type 4 NDEF from an 

app, though there are several territories where Google Pay and Smart Tap are currently 

unavailable. All the libraries we found in flutter did only support one, but never both HCE and 

NDEF. But many Android apps were doing this using Android HCE, for example in Kotlin. 

Dot Origin told us that because we are not using encryption or authentication, Smart Tap could 

be emulated with just two APDU responses to two possible ISO-DEP requests and this would work 

with the VTAP100 without requiring new firmware. On the other hand, emulation of Type 4 NFC 

NDEF content requires responding to two similar responses (Select and Read Data). Although 

these requests will be repeated twice to read two separate files within a specific application 

directory on the tag being emulated. So one option would be to implement either the NFC Type 

4 or Smart Tap emulation but that would require us to have a good working knowledge of the 

structure of Smart Card APDU messages (as defined in ISO7816-4). 

We concluded that we would rather write native in Flutter, and find a library or code in Kotlin. 

We did not find a library, but we found a code that performed the NDEF encoding and emulation 

of Type 4 smart card files and folder. Then the payload is passed and is encoded and sent 

according to the NFC forum specification 

We wrote a bridge between the app and Kotlin, then we tried to implement the Kotlin code to 

our flutter app. The code was really low level and hard to understand if you did not know the 

protocol well. We wanted to send the NDEF message from the pass in Flutter to the Kotlin code 

and that functionality would communicate via NFC with the reader. After spending a lot of time 

failing to implement it and understanding the code we concluded that learning the protocol was 

too big of a task for us and we needed some help. We are currently trying to find a freelancer 

that has a good knowledge of NFC functionality and the protocol. As with the scanner, in the last 

week before the due of the project, dotOrigin upgraded the scanners to accept the NDEF payload. 

So all we need now is to implement the NFC in the app, and the plan is to finishing that task early 

summer. 
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3.1.3. NFC Read-a-Card software 

We have been speaking to many companies that are interested in using NFC passes. Guðlaug pool 

wanted self-serving access and we started looking into the Read-a-card software. The Read-a-

Card software is a system that is open on a Windows computer, with a VTAP100 scanner 

connected to the USB port. When a pass is scanned the software opens up a link in the browser 

that calls an API with parameters that updates the passes. 

The use case would be that the customer wants to go to the pool so it goes to a website or scans 

a QR code, then he is directed to the distribution page where he pays for the pass. The customer 

adds the pass to the phone and at Guðlaug he scans it to the VTAP100 scan on the table. Via NFC 

the scanner checks if the right payload has been sent, then it opens up a website that sends the 

ID of the pass with an API call, and to our backend, and updates the pass so it is no longer valid. 

We are currently implementing the API endpoint in Kotlin in the backend and strive to finish that 

later in May. 

3.2. Hardware 

To be able to authenticate NFC passes from SmartWallet, we needed scanners that can detect 

NFC signals. Therefore we had to research the hardware that Smart Solutions already had 

available and check if there was maybe another better alternative. This task was not as 

straightforward as one might think, the scanners needed to be approved by Apple and support 

the NFC functionality we need for the app.   

3.2.1 VTAP-100  

The plan was to work with an Apple-approved NFC scanner, VTAP 100, and existing hardware and 

gates in the swimming pools. We need to work with an Apple-approved scanner since Apple does 

not allow NFC usage on scanners that are not approved by the company. There are very few 

scanners that have been approved by Apple or around 50 scanners, a part of our problem is to 

figure out a good solution to connect the VTAP 100 scanner to existing hardware and software.  
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We have been in communication with Reykjanesbær and Reykjavíkurborg. We have also been in 

communication with Tæknivit since they manage the RFID cards and gates that are now in use. 

The scanners have been upgraded to receive an NFC 4 payload and we have been searching for 

a solution, and we have found one.   

To configure the hardware/VTAP100 we have to write settings to text files and then load them 

into the scanner using a USB cable. We also need to load a text file with a private key to the 

scanner to match the settings in the text file and the passes. 

 

 

Figure 10: Connecting VTAP 100 scanner to Tæknivit hardware 
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3.2.2. Raspberry Pi 

Our original VTAP-100 scanner appeared to have some issues regarding NFC functionality. In the 

light of this new information, we decided to examine the possibility of creating our own scanner 

with a Raspberry Pi computer.  

 

These small single-board computers are used in various areas of technology and come in various 

makes and sizes. These computers sounded very interesting in the beginning and looked very 

promising. However, before we could dive headfirst into exploring this technology further we 

saw that if we would implement an NFC scanner with Raspberry Pi we would need to change our 

project rather drastically so that we would be able to deliver on time.  

 

After a bit of research, we concluded that creating our own scanner with Raspberry Pi would 

result in a rather costly and time-consuming solution. The group would have needed to build a 

casing that would encapsulate the raspberry pi scanner in order to be representable to the 

customer. Another reason why this was not an appealing solution is that it requires a specific 

license from apple. The process of getting these specific licenses usually requires many meetings 

and often is very long and therefore didn’t fit into our project timeline. Therefore this idea was 

thrown away and the group's focus was directed to finding other solutions [1].  

4. List of requirements 

Here below is a requirements list, which is divided into two. One for functional requirements and 

another for general requirements. All requirements are given a priority label which goes from A-

C. A represents the most crucial and C the least crucial. There is a field status that shows the 

status of the requirement: Done, in progress, Not started. All requirements that are marked A 

are done. Because of the problem with NFC functionality in the app, requirements number 32, 

33, 34, and 35 were moved from A to C because it will most likely not be implemented for this 

project but may be done later. We will spend the rest of the time making some requirements 

marked B done.  
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4.1. Functional requirements 

Nr. Requirement Priority Status 

1 

User should be able to log in to the app with a phone 

number A Done 

2 User should be able to use a digital member pass in the app A Done 

3 User should be able to use the app on an Android phone A Done 

4 

Users should be able to switch phones and still get access 

to all their passes. A Done 

5 User should be able to add a digital pass to SmartWallet A Done 

6 User should be able to see the view of a single pass A Done 

7 User should be able to delete pass from SmartWallet A Done 

8 User should be able to see an overview of all passes A Done 

9 User should be able to add pass by scanning a QR code A Done 

10 

User should be able to add pass by clicking a button on the 

distribution page on the phone A Done 

11 

User should be able to set SmartWallet to Icelandic or 

English A Done 

12 

User should be able to see the real status of the updated 

pass A Done 

13 

The whole system should update passes right away if they 

change A Done 

14 

User with iPhone should be able to use NFC passes in Apple 

Wallet A Done 
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15 Smart Wallet should support Member passes A Done 

16 User should be able to set the app in Icelandic or English  A Done 

17 

The app should be set in the same language as the phone 

operating system A Done 

18 User should be able to use passes with barcode B In progress 

19 

User should be able to see an example of passes layout on 

the distribution page B Done 

20 

When a user downloads a pass on the distribution page 

they are directed to google play if they don't have 

SmartWallet.  B Done 

21  

User should be able to add a thumbnail in the input fields 

on the distribution page B Done 

22 

User should be able to add information via input fields on 

the distribution page  B Done 

23 

User should be able to add their driving license to 

SmartWallet B Not started 

24 

User should be able to add pass by clicking a button on a 

website B Done 

25 

Every pass should be able to switch to Google Pay pass as 

soon as Google Pay is available in Iceland B Not started 

26 Smart Wallet should support Punch passes B Not started 

27 Smart Wallet should support Ticket passes B In progress 
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28 Smart Wallet should support Coupon passes B In progress 

29 User should be able to see information about SmartWallet B Done 

30 

Program hardware to connect to existing hardware/system 

that accepts NFC message B In progress 

31 

User should be able to pay for a pass in the distribution 

webpage B In progress 

32 The Android built-in back button should work as expected B In progress 

33 User should be able to use NFC passes in SmartWallet C In progress 

34 

Program hardware that can accept NFC message for passes 

in SmartWallet C In progress 

35 SmartWallet should support NFC functionality C In progress 

36 

Passes inside SmartWallet should be able to have NFC 

functionality C In progress 

37 

Customer should be able to get all information that they 

need into their own system C Not started 

38 User can pay with the SmartWallet app C Not started 

39 Migrate SmartSolution passes that already exist C Not started 

40 User should be able to use boarding passes C Not started 

Table 2: Functional requirements 

4.2. Non-functional requirements  
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Nr. Requirement Priority Status 

1 SmartWallet needs to make sure that only passes made 

by Smart Solutions can be added to the app. 

A Done 

2 SmartWallet needs to store passes by phone numbers A Done 

3 Adding a pass to SmartWallet should only take 3 clicks A Done 

4 SmartWallet should never crash A In progress 

5 SmartWallet needs to make sure that a pass can only 

be in one device at the same time. 

A Done 

Table 3: Non-functional requirements 

 

5. User requirements 

We put great emphasis on what the user expects from the system, and these requirements 

should be defined clearly. Here below are the use cases that show how users perform particular 

tasks in the app. Then we made user stories to simplify the description of the requirements and 

see them clearer from the user’s perspective. Lastly the happy path focuses on the goal of the 

app. 

5.1 Use cases 

The following use cases show the main functionality for Smart Wallet. We managed to finish all 

use cases except “Use a pass with NFC in SmartWallet”. 

 

Name Add a pass to SmartWallet 
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Number 1, 3, 5, 9, and 10 in the requirements list 

Description Adds a pass to the user’s SmartWallet and in the database. We may need 

some additional information from the user depending on different 

issuers. 

Priority 1 

Author Andrea 

Actor A person with an Android phone 

Prerequisite The person has to have already downloaded the SmartWallet app and 

has a pass to add or scan. 

Conclusion The person has added the new pass with all required information and is 

backed up by their phone number 

Scenario 1 1) User opens SmartWallet 

2) User presses the “+” button and opens the camera 

3) User scans a QR code 

4) The pass appears in SmartWallet with a button “add”, but is not yet 

added 

5) User presses the “Add” button 

6) The pass is added to SmartWallet and opens up with the pass on “pass 

detail screen” 

Scenario 2 1) User opens SmartWallet 

2) User opens up a website with a pass 

3) User presses on the button to add to wallet 

4) The pass appears in SmartWallet with a button “add”, but is not yet 

added 

5) User presses the “Add” button 

6) The pass is added to SmartWallet and opens up with the pass on “pass 

detail screen” 
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Addition a) The pass is invalid 

b) The pass is expired 

c) User already has that pass 

d) User is not connected to the internet 

e) User has to pay for the pass 

f) User does not provide the required information 

g) accidentally provides the wrong required information 

Table 4: Use case - Add a pass to SmartWallet 

 

Name Delete a pass from SmartWallet 

Number 1, 3, 5, 6, 7 in the requirements list 

Description Deletes a pass from the users SmartWallet 

Priority 1 

Author Andrea 

Actor A person with an Android phone 

Prerequisite The person has to have already downloaded the SmartWallet app and 

have a pass in the app. 

Conclusion The person has deleted a pass from SmartWallet, he won’t be able to get 

that pass back. 

Scenario 1 1) User opens SmartWallet 

2) User presses a specific pass and goes to “pass detail view” 

3) User presses the “x” in the right corner of the pass 

4) User presses remove pass 

5) User is prompted with a popup asking if he is sure if he wasn’t to 

remove that pass 

6) User presses “remove” 

7) User is shifted back to the “passes view” screen and the pass has been 

removed 
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Addition a) User presses “cancel” 

Table 5: Use case - Delete a pass from SmartWallet 

  

Name Use a pass in SmartWallet 

Number 1, 2, 3, 5, 9, and 10 in the requirements list 

Description A user wants to use a member pass to get a discount 

Priority 1 

Author Andrea 

Actor A person with an Android phone 

Prerequisite User has a member pass in their SmartWallet which is valid 

Conclusion The user uses the pass and gets a discount 

Scenario 1 1) User opens up SmartWallet 

2) User searches for the pass 

3) User opens the pass 

4) User shows the pass to the staff for validation, in some cases, the staff 

may scan it 

6) The user gets the discount 

Addition a) The pass has expired 

b) The pass is invalid 

c) It is not the correct member pass 

d) The pass is not owned by that user 

e) The scanner is not working (internet is down) 

f) The user has no internet, and the pass needs an update 

Table 6: Use case - Use a pass in SmartWallet 

  

Name Use a pass with NFC in SmartWallet 
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Number 1, 2, 3, 5, 9, 10, 32, 33, 34 and 35 in requirements list 

Description A user wants to use his swimming pool pass to go to the swimming pool 

Priority 1 

Author Inga 

Actor A person with an Android phone 

Prerequisite User has a valid swimming pool pass in their SmartWallet 

Conclusion The user uses the swimming pool pass and goes swimming 

Scenario 1 1) User opens up SmartWallet 

2) User is close to the gate and the swimming pool pass pops up on the 

screen 

3) User sees the NFC logo on the screen 

4) User puts the phone close to the scanner 

5) The scanner reads the string from the phone and opens the gate 

Scenario 2 1) User opens up SmartWallet 

2) User is not close enough to the gate for a pass to pop up 

3) User finds the correct swimming pool pass in SmartWallet 

3) User goes near the gate and sees the NFC logo appear on the screen 

4) User puts the phone close to the scanner 

5) The scanner reads the string from the phone and opens the gate 

Addition a) The pass has expired 

b) The pass is invalid 

c) It is not the correct member pass 

d) The pass is not owned by that user 

e) The scanner is not working (internet is down) 

f) The user has no internet, and the pass needs an update 

Table 7: Use case - Use a pass with NFC in SmartWallet 
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Name Update a pass in SmartWallet 

Number 12 and 14 in the requirements list 

Description Updates a pass template in the backend and in SmartWallet for all users 

who have that pass 

Priority 1 

Author Inga 

Actor An employee of Smart Solutions 

Prerequisite Users have a pass of that pass template in their SmartWallet app. 

Conclusion The pass has been updated in the backend; the users can see the change 

in SmartWallet. 

Scenario 1 1) Employee opens up Smart Pages and logs in 

2) Employee selects the pass template to change 

3) Employee changes some information 

4) Employee presses “save” 

5) The pass template changes in the backend and changes appear in 

SmartWallet 

Addition a) User phone is not connected to the internet 

b) Employees internet goes down 

Table 8: Use case - Update a pass in SmartWallet 

 

5.2 User stories 

We made 13 user stories to describe the functionality the SmartWallet app will contain, as we 

wanted to capture it from the user’s perspective. 

 

1. As a user, I would like to use the app with a digital swimming pass, so I don't need to 

remember to take my plastic card with me 
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2. As a user I would like to use this app on my Android phone like google pay works, so I can 

have a digital wallet on my phone 

3. As a user, I would like to delete a pass from the app so I can only have passes that are in 

use 

4. As a user, I would like to add any kind of passes that Google Pay supports so I can use this 

app until Google Pay comes to Iceland 

5. As a user, I want to be able to see an overview of all my passes so I can see which passes 

are stored in my app 

6. As a user, I want to have my pass updated right away in the app when I use it, so I can see 

the right information about the pass in real-time 

7. As a user providing digital passes to my customers I want to make sure that SmartWallet 

is secure and nobody can have fake passes, so I can make sure the pass is from my 

company 

8. As a user, I want to be able to click a button and my pass will automatically go to 

SmartWallet so it is simple to add it to the wallet from my phone 

9. As a user, I want to be able to store my driving license to SmartWallet so I can have it on 

my Android phone 

10. As a user, I want to be able to scan a QR code from SmartWallet to add my pass to the  

wallet so it is simple to add it to the wallet from my computer 

11. As a user, I would like to use this app for my digital key of my workplace to open the doors 

so I don't need to carry the plastic card anymore 

5.3 Happy Path 

The following figures show the happy path of some use cases of our product. First, the happy 

path shows the flow for the use case in table 13. The second happy path shows the flow for the 

use case in table 14. 
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Figure 11: Happy-path of the flow when a user adds a pass by scanning a QR code. 
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Figure 12: Happy-path of the flow when a user deletes a pass 
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Figure 13: Happy-path of the flow when a user goes to settings, about, and help. 
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5.4 UML activity diagram 

Following diagram shows the flow of the system from one activity to another activity. 

 
Figure 14: Activity diagram of SmartWallet. 

6. Design of the app 

The following figures are the Android app. Sketches were made in Figma and are likely to change 

a little bit. We designed the app so that it keeps the design of the current SmartWallet app but 

mimics Google Pay. By doing so we are trying to get the user familiar with the layout of Google 

Pay before it comes to Iceland, and at the same time similar to the one users already know. Taking 

Google Pay as an example will also make it more user-friendly and convenient for users to 

transfer over when it comes to that. 
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Figure 15: Shows the splash screen when opening SmartWallet 
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Figure 16: Shows the app when user is not authorized. 

 
Figure 17: Shows the app when user has to confirm phone number 
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Figure 18: Shows the app when no passes are in SmartWallet. 

 
Figure 19: Shows the details of a pass. 
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Figure 20: Shows the details of a pass. 

 

Figure 21: Shows how NFC pass looks like when it is in use. 
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Figure 22: Shows how NFC pass looks like after it has been accepted. 

 

Figure 23: Shows how you remove a pass from the wallet. 
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Figure 24: Shows the confirmation screen to remove a pass. 

7. User tests 

7.1 Design prototype testing 

Since the layout is designed after Google Pay we did not test the basic layout of the app but rather 

the clarity of messages and the entire flow of the app. The prototype tests were performed using 

Figma sketches. An app called “Figma mirror” was used, so the user experience would feel more 

like they were actually using an app, rather than testing on the computer. We performed these 

tests on 9 participants, with ages ranging from 26-58 years old. We mainly tested on Android 

users but also decided that it would also benefit us to test on some iPhone users as people often 

change devices. The average technical skill was 3.22, where 1 is very low, and 5 is very high. The 

majority of the participants use a wallet app and use it mainly to pay, as they prefer it to plastic 

cards.  

 

Tasks for prototype tests 
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· Add a pass by QR code 

· Find specific pass 

· View details on pass 

· View all passes 

· Delete pass 

· Use a pass with NFC 

· Backup a pass  

 

We got a lot of different and helpful comments on how we could improve the app, and what was 

unclear to the users. 

 

The most common issues users were facing were 

● The “x” in the left corner of a pass was confusing, participants did not realize it was to go 

back to My Passes View but instead, though it was to delete a pass 

● Participants found it confusing how to use the NFC, they either tried to use the barcode 

or the camera 

● Some participants pointed out that there should not be a hamburger in the corner if it is 

only for backing up passes 

● Some participants found removing pass was confusing, they pressed x instead of the dots 

 

We got many helpful comments from participants and they were mainly 

● Poor understanding of why it is important to back up passes 

● The app should be in Icelandic and English 

● Useful to be able to arrange the passes as you like 

 

The majority of the participants said they would use the app in the future. The average was 3.11 

when we asked participants how complex they found the system to be on a scale of 1-10, where 

1 is the lowest and 10 is the highest. The average was 7 when we asked participants what their 
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overall experience of the process was on a scale of 1-10, where 1 is the lowest and 10 is the 

highest.  

 

We decided to fix the most important and biggest issues in the app. 

● No barcode on passes that have NFC functionality  

● The app supports both Icelandic and English 

● The hamburger in the corner now include language, and about us 

● Users log in when they open up the app for the first time 

 

See appendix for the User test questions, as well as each individual answers and results from the 

user tests. 

7.2. System tests 

To test the flow of the system in parallel with user experience, the team decided to use System Usability 

Scale and Attrakdiff tests. These tests are specifically designed to test the usability of a system, user 

experience, and the attractiveness of the app. To test the flow of the system we asked participants to 

perform few tasks and then after answering few questions regarding the system and the tasks they 

performed. Then after performing the tasks in the app, participants were asked to answer the SUS and 

Attrakdiff questions. We performed the system tests on 20 participants and prepared passes for them to 

add. For the participants that owned an Android phone, the tests were performed on their phones to 

make the experience more natural to them. The participants' ages ranged from 16+ and most participants 

had rather good technical skills.  

 

The majority of participants had Android phones and all used a wallet app, either Smart Wallet, Apple 

Wallet or bank apps, and then preferably to pay.  

 

Tasks for the system test 

1. You want to log into the app 

2. You want to add a new pass by clicking on a button on a website 
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3. You want to view information about a certain pass 

4. You want to add a new pass by scanning a QR code and fill in the input fields 

5. You want to refresh the passes 

6. You want to delete a pass 

7. You want to change the language of the app 

8. You want to see information about the app 

7.2.1. System usability Scale - SUS 

After the testing of the app, the participants answered a couple of questions to evaluate where 

the app stands on the SUS scale. The System Usability Scale (SUS) is a quick and dirty scale to 

check how usable your system is. It was invented by John Brook in 1986. Users are asked 10 

template questions and are asked to rank them from 1 to 5 based on how much they agree with 

the question, where 1 is that they disagree and 5 is that they agree. [9] 

Results - System Usability Scale 

We then took the scores from each user. For each odd-numbered question, we had to subtract 

1 from the score, and for each even-numbered question, we subtracted five from the value. Then 

we added the score together, multiplying it by 2,5, then took the average. An average system 

usability scale score is 68, if the score is lower than 68 there are some serious problems with the 

system, and if the score is 80.3 or higher the system is very good. 

 

Our final score was 85.125, we can interpret that our participants considered the app very good. 

7.2.2 Attrakdiff  

The attractiveness of software or a system isn’t something that is easy to test and therefore it is 

commonly looked over. The team decided to use the Attrakdiff testing method to evaluate this 

aspect of our system.  [10] 
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With help of pairs of opposite adjectives, users can indicate their perception of the product. 

These adjective pairs make a collation of the evaluation dimension possible. 

 

Users are presented with a validated semantic differential scale. This scale distinguishes between 

the pragmatic and hedonic quality of the product. Pragmatic factors are, for example, usefulness 

and usability.  Hedonic factors are, for example, emotional needs, such as curiosity and 

identification. Hedonic and pragmatic qualities are independent of one another and contribute 

equally to the rating of attractiveness.  [11] 

Results - Attrakdiff  

In figure 25, the horizontal axis shows the pragmatic quality and the vertical axis shows the 

hedonic quality. The results show that the app had a higher score in Hedonic than in Pragmatic 

quality and users desired the app in their evaluation. 

 

The bigger lighter blue rectangle represents the confidence rectangle. A smaller confidence 

rectangle means that the results are more reliable and less coincidental, if the confidence 

rectangle is bigger it means that the evaluation rating of each participant is very different and 

there is no unambiguous opinion. The Smaller darker blue rectangle is the medium. 

 

Here it shows a rather small confidence rectangle and the medium is right in the middle. The 

confidence rectangle is more spreading at the PQ which means that the participants were more 

divided in the PQ. But as the confidence rectangle stretches out to both desired and task-oriented 

it belongs to both. The participant’s experience of the ass was desired, alongside they felt like 

they were completing tasks moving towards a goal.  
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Figure 25: Attraktiff portfolio-presentation. 

 

Diagram 1 shows the distribution of AttrakDiff scores for each category. In this view, hedonic 

quality distinguishes between the aspects of stimulation as an identity. We also see the overall 

rating of attractiveness. 

 

1. Pragmatic Quality: 1,94  

Describes the usability of a product and indicates how successfully users are in achieving their 

goals using the product 

 

2. Hedonic Quality identity: 1,24  

Indicates how well a user identifies with the product 
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3. Hedonic Quality Stimulation: 0,83  

Indicates the extent to which a product supports the need to develop and move forward. 

 

4. Attractiveness: 2,17 

Describes a global value of the product based on the quality perception 

 

The factors are relatively high. PQ is very high, and it shows that the participants were really 

successful in solving the task of the app. The HQ-I was slightly lower but still pretty high, which 

means the user can identify well with the app. HQ-S had the lowest score, meaning the user felt 

the least support in the need for personal development. Attractiveness had the highest score and 

shows the overall perception of how attractive the app is. 

 

 

Diagram 1: Attraktiff diagram of average values 

 

In diagram 2 the mean values of each word pairs are shown, in particular the extreme values 

showing a deeper level of the evaluation. Two-word pairs are behind the neutral line, cautious 

and undemanding, they are considered negatively evaluated word pairs. But we would rather 
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consider them good and the result we wanted as the app should be simple and easy to 

understand for all users, no matter the technical background. Simple is also really high, with 

predictable, which shows that our goal was accomplished. It was also considered neither 

technical nor human and did not separate or bring participants closer to people though it was 

considered more connective than isolating. But the app is considered only to store the passes, 

but using it at public places. The Attractiveness scores were all really high which concludes that 

users enjoyed using the app. 

 

Diagram 2: Attraktiff description of word - pairs 
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7.2.3 General results  

Both the tasks and tests were in general very successful. There were no big issues that came up, 

rather helpful pointers and comments. Mainly our participants mentioned that the app was easy 

to use, with no unnecessary information or detours to tasks.  

 

Issues and comments that were most common: 

● Few participants did not realize they had to press the “Add” button to add the pass into 

the wallet 

● In two Android phones the add button was a bit hidden because of the screen ratio. 

● Couple of users pointed out that they would have liked to scroll down to refresh. 

● A few participants want to see payments available in the app sooner than later. 

 

We plan on fixing these issues before the release of the app 

● Now we explain to the user that he has to push the “Add” button to add the pass to 

SmartWallet 

● We are going to lower the “Add” button to fit all screens 

● We are going to add scroll down to refresh 

● We want to add payment to the app eventually 

 

See appendix for the system test questions, as well as more detailed SUS test answers. 

8. Risk analysis 

All programming projects are susceptible to change. Often it is hard to pinpoint exactly what will 

go wrong, for what reason, and at what time. Therefore it is crucial to perform a risk analysis and 

create a game plan of how these potential risks will be dealt with. We have summarized the 

biggest risk factors and how we will react to them so they will cause the least harm to our project. 

The likelihood is measured from 0-5 and impact is measured from 0-5, where 0 is the lowest and 
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5 is the highest. Some risks are more likely than others, and other risks will have more effect on 

the project than others.  

We discovered that the risks with the biggest impact on our project are these: 

● Tasks take longer time than estimated  

● Problem learning new programming languages, and on new software/hardware 

● Unable to implement NFC functionality before the deadline 

Risk assessment Quarantine 

Guarantor Katla 

Date raised January 20 

Date ceased May 14 

Likelihood 3 

Impact 2 

Risk 6 

Description 
Due to the current situation of covid-19, it is possible that we will 

experience quarantine while working on the project. Even though 

quarantine does not have to necessarily impact our work since we can 

all work at home, it could slow the process down. When a section of 

the group is online while the others meet in person it is possible that 

important information does not reach all the group members. 

Everything we are working on will be documented online so we can 
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work remotely. Also in the event that one or more of the group 

members has to quarantine, we will move all our meetings online. 

Table 9: Risk analysis – Quarantine 

 

Risk assessment Sickness, Illness 

Guarantor Katla 

Date raised January 20 

Date ceased May 14 

Likelihood 2 

Impact 3 

Risk 6 

Description It is impossible to prevent sickness/illness, especially during times like 

we are experiencing now. However, it is possible to reduce the damage 

and effect it will have on the group and the course of the project. In 

the event that one member of the group becomes seriously ill and is 

away for longer than just a few days, to minimize the damage the 

group decided that there are always at least 2 members responsible 

for each task. In the event that a group member is sick for a few days, 

that same member will try and make up for a lost time during the 

weekend and/or evenings. Preferably they will catch up within the 

period of the current sprint. If this does not work for some reason, we 

have a buffer time at the end of the course that we can use to make 

up for a lost time. 

Table 10: Risk analysis - Sickness, Illness. 
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Risk assessment Late answers from partners  

Guarantor Helga 

Date raised January 20 

Date ceased May 14 

Likelihood 4 

Impact 4 

Risk 9 

Description If we are working with other companies, it is very common that they 

have to plan and confirm some design or functionalities that we are 

working on for them, or get help implementing some functionality. If 

we do not get quick answers, it can delay our tasks to be continued 

and the deployment of our product. If we get late answers from 

companies, we will try to get in touch with another contact within the 

company. In the worst case we will implement that functionality after 

the final end of the project. 

Table 11: Risk analysis - Late answers from partners. 

Risk assessment A computer crashes 

Guarantor Andrea 

Date raised January 20 

Date ceased May 14 
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Likelihood 2 

Impact 3 

Risk 6 

Description If one of our computers crashes it could have a big impact on the 

project. To ensure that it will not happen we will document everything 

we do in Notion, all documents written in docs and also we will make 

regular commits and push all code to GitHub directly after the task is 

finished. That way everything is accessible through the internet, so if 

any computer crashes no data is lost. 

Table 12: Risk analysis - A computer crash. 

Risk assessment High workload in other courses 

Guarantor Inga 

Date raised January 20 

Date ceased April 15 

Likelihood 2 

Impact 2 

Risk 4 
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Description 
The workload in other courses can some weeks be higher and a 

member of the team needs to take extra time to work on other 

courses. If that happens then they need to communicate that to other 

members of the team. Other team members can then either help finish 

their part of the sprint and the person will try to make up the lost time 

later in the same sprint or the next sprint. 

Table 13: Risk analysis - High workload in other courses. 

   

Risk assessment Tasks take longer time than estimated 

Guarantor Arndís 

Date raised January 20 

Date ceased May 14 

Likelihood 5 

Impact 3 

Risk 15 

Description The estimated planning will most likely not go to plan, and some tasks 

will take a longer time. It could put us back so that we will not manage 

to finish the project in time. We have to keep a close eye on how each 

sprint is going and change the next sprints according to what needs to 

be done. In the end, we have a 3-week buffer sprint where we have 

extra time to clean up and write a report. 

Table 14: Risk analysis - Tasks take longer time than estimated. 
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Risk assessment Problem learning new programming languages, and on new 

software/hardware 

Guarantor Inga 

Date raised January 20 

Date ceased May 14 

Likelihood 4 

Impact 3 

Risk 12 

Description We will be working with new programming languages that we have 

never programmed before. It takes time to learn the syntax and it is 

hard to give an exact time frame. We also don't know how the 

hardware/NFC scanner is written, in what language, and how we need 

to change it. These are all huge variables and can easily take more time 

than estimated. 

We will have 3 weeks as a buffer at the end of the project so we can 

have it as a backup. 

Table 15: Risk analysis - Problem learning new programming languages, and on new software/hardware. 

 

Risk assessment There is no technical department 

Guarantor Andrea 

Date raised January 20 
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Date ceased May 14 

Likelihood 3 

Impact 3 

Risk 9 

Description It has to be taken into account that Smart Solutions does not have a 

technical department to support us, only one programmer that is new. 

There are specific tasks that need to be done so the project is going to 

work, which are not in our project scope. We have been taking a large 

part in decisions regarding what needs to be done and how it must be 

done, which have been estimated guesses as we have never done this 

before. If that takes much additional work, we would need to use 

weekends and the easter break to work up this extra time we have to 

spend. As well as we will have 3 weeks as a buffer at the end of the 

project to use as a backup. Also, Þórdís has started programming and 

working on the tasks that need to be completed but are not in our 

scope. 

Table 16: Risk analysis - There is no technical department. 

 

The following risks were not considered risk factors at the beginning. However, since we realized 

that the NFC was harder to implement than we originally thought, it became one of the biggest 

risk factors. As we had more time towards the end of April than expected, we started two new 

tasks. We were not sure if we could finish it before the due date, but they do not have any major 

impact on the project and could be finished afterwards. 
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Risk assessment Unable to implement NFC functionality before the deadline 

Guarantor Inga 

Date raised April 6 

Date ceased May 14 

Likelihood 4 

Impact 4 

Risk 16 

Description Near field communication or NFC is a brand new concept for us and 

quite frankly it is for most other programmers as well. Over the last 

few weeks, we have realized that this would be even more complicated 

than predicted at the beginning of this project. In the event that we 

will not be able to implement the NFC functionality in the SmartWallet 

app before the deadline, the group will sit down and write a research 

chapter in the final report. This chapter will go over everything we have 

learned about this technology and how to implement it later on. NFC 

for apple products works well, we will therefore try to program the 

hardware so that we will be able to show the NFC functionality and 

deliver fully functionally NFC apple passes.  

Table 17: Risk analysis - Unable to implement NFC functionality before the deadline. 
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Risk assessment Unable to connect Rapyd pay to our final product 

Guarantor Arndís 

Date raised May 3 

Date ceased May 14 

Likelihood 3 

Impact 3 

Risk 9 

Description This risk is closely related to other risk factors such as, ”Late answers 

from partners” and “Tasks take longer time than estimated”. This will 

come to light in the last weeks or days of the project. Therefore there 

is little for us to do except decide that we will implement this after the 

project is turned in. To save time and be ready for the implementation 

of Rapyd pay we will finish all work that is needed besides the 

connection itself, e.g. success and failure page of the payment and 

changes in the backend. 

Table 18: Risk analysis - Unable to connect Rapyd Pay to our final product. 

 

Risk assessment Unable to implement a connection to API with Read-a-Card through 

our VTAP-100 scanner 

Guarantor Katla 

Date raised May 3 
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Date ceased May 14 

Likelihood 3 

Impact 3 

Risk 9 

Description This task is closely related to other risk factors and its outcome 

depends on them, e.g. ”Late answers from partners” and “Tasks take 

longer time than estimated”. This will come to light at the last weeks 

or days of the project. If it turns out we will not be able to finish this 

before the deadline we will continue with this task after we turn in the 

project. To compensate we will write about how to implement it and 

all steps that are required.  

Table 19: Risk analysis - Unable to implement Read-a-Card to our VTAP-100 scanner. 

 

The following risks were considered risk factors at some point over the course of the project. 

However, since we will not be publishing the app these factors aren’t considered risk factors 

anymore. These factors will however be risks later on when the app will be published. 

 

Risk assessment Syndis will not be capable of inspecting and reviewing the security of 

the app in time. 

Guarantor Andrea 

Date raised January 20 

Date ceased April 6 

Likelihood 4 
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Impact 1 

Risk 4 

Description Syndis needs approximately 10 weeks to review all security aspects of 

the app to ensure it is secure enough. There is a risk that we won’t be 

able to publish it for the public before the final due of the project. But 

it won’t affect this project much as we can still provide a fully 

completed app. 

Table 20: Risk analysis - Syndis will not be capable of inspecting and reviewing the security of the app in time. 

 

Risk assessment The app will not be secure enough 

Guarantor Andrea 

Date raised January 20 

Date ceased April 6 

Likelihood 2 

Impact 4 

Risk 8 

Description We are upgrading an app that already has 30.000 users. It is a risk to 

upgrade the app because people are storing their driver’s license in it. 

Therefore, the new version of the app will have to follow certain 

security standards and those security implementations could take 

more time than estimated. To ensure the security of the app, it will be 

inspected and reviewed by Syndis. 

Table 21: Risk analysis - The app will not be secure enough. 
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Risk assessment The police will reject the Google design of the driver license 

Guarantor Helga 

Date raised January 20 

Date ceased April 6 

Likelihood 1 

Impact 2 

Risk 2 

Description 
The driver’s license template is now made from apple standards and 

we want to design it by google templates standards in the new app. If 

the police will reject the design, we will have to use the apple design 

format. However, all other digital passes will be designed by google 

standards. 

Table 22: Risk analysis - The police will reject the Google design of the driver license. 

9. Work method, schedule, and overview 

In this chapter, we will go over how the group organized its time and assigned tasks to distribute 

the workload evenly between group members. There will be a subchapter showing our schedule 

for the sprints, their period, and main goals. The last subchapter will show in detail the progress 

of the sprints, down to each task and its estimated time versus and real-time.  
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9.1. Methodology 

The team consists of five team members. Since we are a rather large group it was important to 

use management methods for the project. We followed agile methodology and worked on the 

project in 1-3 weeks of sprints. We had fixed days, three times a week, over the 12-week period 

where we worked on the project. Over the last 3-week period, we have worked on the project 

every day. We always started on a daily standup to learn the current progress of every team 

member, and see if anyone was stuck on a particular task. At the beginning of each sprint, we 

had 1-2 hour meetings about the focus point of the current sprint and planned the upcoming 

sprint by moving the relevant tasks to the sprint backlog. At the end of the sprint, we held 

retrospective meetings where the group discussed how the sprint went and what we could do to 

be even more productive in the next sprint. 

9.1.1. Division of tasks 

At the start of the project, all requirements were decided and written down. We saw that the 

project would be roughly split into three parts, the app, research of NFC and hardware, and finally 

front- and backend. To ensure an even distribution of load and liability the group decided that 

for each part there would always be two main guarantors, these guarantors may be subject to 

change over the course of the project. Early on the group placed great emphasis on the 

importance that each member would always have tasks on their schedule. To ensure this, group 

members decided to closely monitor the development of tasks and to have other relevant tasks 

available that can be resorted to if needed. 

9.1.2. Tools 

Notion 

Our main tool throughout this semester has been Notion. This program has been great for 

organization, management of tasks, and providing a good overview of the entire project and its 

process. It also has been a good tool for all of our documentation, research, and preparation for 

the status meetings.  
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Github 

We used the Github repository to share the code between team members. These Git rules were 

followed during the development of the project.  

1. New branch for every task  

2. Descriptive name of the branch 

3. Never push unless the code works  

4. Always make other members of the team test the code before pushing 

5. The member of the team that testes the code merges the push to master 

6. Delete branch after pushing code 

Zoom and skype 

Zoom was a necessary tool for the group since many meetings with third parties were held 

remotely. Skype was also very convenient for communication between SmartSolutions and group 

members.   

9.2. Sprint schedule  

The following table shows an overview of how we planned our time for the project. We have 

written a product backlog that includes all goals for the project. We planned 1-2 weeks ahead 

and assigned tasks as we went along, making sure we had time for all goals and that we always 

stayed roughly on schedule, as specified here below. All goals in the table are split into smaller 

and more detailed tasks in the product backlog. 
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Sprint Period Goal 

  

1 

  

11.-17. Jan 
· Send project description to teacher 

· Send an email to Reykjavíkurborg 

· Research Deep link 

· Apply for REST google pay API 

· Meeting with Þorgrímur to get an explanation of 

already built code 

  

2 

  

18-24 Jan 
· Start watching videos about flutter 

· Install all we need for flutter 

· Make dummy app to practice using flutter 

· Make requirements list 

· Answer Google - email 

· Continue researching how google pay works 

· Start on the rough design of the app in 

3 25-31 Jan · Write “Verkskipulag og frumdrög að 

verkefnaáætlun” 

· Finish the design of the app and requirement list 

· Plan approximate sprints for this term 

· Write user stories 

· Breakdown programming for app 

· Set up the app 

· Start checking the hardware 

· Check hardware in swimming pools and check if it 

is apple approved 
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4 1-14 Feb · Start programming the Android app 

· Start programming hardware 

· Program apple app to work with NFC and test on 

hardware 

· Start programming backend 

5 15-28 Feb · Program the Android app 

· Connect the backend to the app 

· Program Android app to work with NFC 

· Test planning 

6 1-14 Mar · Program Hardware to work with Android NFC 

· Test app 

· Fix bugs in the app 

· User test 

· Program Android app to work with NFC 

7 15-21 Mar · Fix bugs in the app 

· User test 

· Planning 

· Get all passes from the backend 

· NFC for Android app 

8 22 Mar-11 Apr 31. mars - 6. apríl easter vacation 

· Test app on the hardware 

· Research, program, and test NFC 

· User Test NFC 
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· Fix design based on test results 

· Backup and login 

· Write report 

· Fix bugs in the app 

9 12-25 Apr Final exams 12-23 of April 

· Create SUS and Attrakdiff Tests 

· Write report 

· Find NFC solutions  

· NFC research, documentation, and programming 

· DeepLink into SmartWallet 

· Navigation in the app 

· Language settings in the app 

· Bug fixes in the app 

· Fix queries for passes 

10 26 Apr - 2 May · Work on report for the third status meeting  

· Update presentation for the third status meeting  

· Pass View with input fields on the Distribution 

page  

· DeepLink into SmartWallet 

· Implement solution for NFC 

· Fix bugs in the app 

11 3 - 9 May · Work on report for the third status meeting 

· Write operating manual  

· Write User instructions 
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· SUS and Attrakdiff testing 

· Implement changes from tests - if needed 

· Fix language settings bugs in the app 

·  NFC Read-a-Card software 

12 10 - 14 May · Final app bug fixes  

· Analyze SUS and Attrakdiff testing results 

· Finish refining the final report  

· Turn in the final project 

· Fix report and all documentation from third 

status meeting 

· Prepare documents for code turn-in  

· Turn in the final project 

· Make the final presentation 

· Practice, Practice and  Practice more on the 

presentation 

Table 23: Work schedule. 

9.3. Progress Overview 

In this part of the report, all information about each sprint is documented and explained. Here 

we will display an overview of hours spent on the project by each group member as well as a 

sprint backlog. The sprint backlog breaks down each sprint showing the estimated time spent on 

each task as well as real-time. It also shows if there are any tasks that remain unfinished and will 

float over to other sprints. Retrospectives for each sprint are discussed, what went well and what 

went bad, in order to prepare better for the upcoming sprint. 
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9.3.1. Sprint 1 

In this sprint, the team members met in person for the first time. This sprint went mostly into 

deciding how the group was going to work, which tools we wanted to use, and which times and 

days suited best. Since this project wasn’t one of the ideas from Hallgrímur, the course 

administrator, we wrote a project description to hand in and get approved. The group members 

spent the first week mainly researching NFC, google passes, and Flutter. We attended a few 

meetings with our contact person at Smart Solutions. We set up Notion, which we will use to 

keep track of tasks, necessary documents, research, future meetings, and deadlines. For this 

sprint, there is no sprint backlog since no tasks had been created. 

Sprint backlog 

Sprint 1 11.01.-17.01    

Task Total time Estimated time Task completed 

Meetings 39.5 30 Yes 

Work setup 21.1 20 Yes 

Research 30.6 40 Yes 

Total time 91.2 90  

Table 24: Sprint 1 backlog. 

 

The retrospective meeting was held on the Monday after sprint 1 before we started the next 

sprint. It was held at Gróska with Þórdís. Since it was the first retrospective meeting it was 

decided that Þórdís controlled the meeting. She asked all the necessary questions so that all 

members could get in a word and communicate their thoughts about the good and bad of this 

sprint. 

 

What went well 

The group dynamic was good and it seems that the members have similar expectations towards 

each other. Meetings went well and we were able to find time where we could all come together 

and work on the project. 
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What we could have done better 

It was a bit hard to start and figure out the scope of the project. We went from one task to the 

other without fully finishing the previous conversation. We can be more organized when 

discussing parts of the project or different tasks. That way it is less likely to result in a 

misunderstanding between group members. 

9.3.2. Sprint 2 

The focus of this sprint was to research Flutter, create Figma designs of the app and continue 

research of google passes. The group members were in email communication with a support staff 

member at google which helped to clear a few ideas that the group members had about the 

process of implementing google passes. Flutter is the language we will use to write the app and 

therefore the members needed to spend most of the time setting up and researching Flutter 

since none of us has worked with it before. Before the group could start to write the app we 

needed prototypes and that is when we started to work in Figma. The requirements list for the 

app was written as well. 

Sprint backlog 

Sprint 2 18.01-24.01    

Task Total time Estimated time Task completed 

Research google passes 16 20 Yes 

Watch Flutter video 25.5 20 Yes 

Get Yarn and docker 3 8 Yes 

Set up flutter 9 15 Yes 

Meeting with Smart Solutions 10 10 Yes 

Meeting with instructor 2.25 2.5 Yes 

Retro and daily standup 10 10 Yes 

Notion and organizing 2 2 Yes 

Documentation 6.25 7 Yes 
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Figma design 6 5 No 

Research 3 7 Yes 

Total time 93 106.5  

Table 25: Sprint 2 backlog. 

 

The retrospective meeting was held on the Monday after sprint 2 before we started the next 

sprint. It was held at Gróska, Katla controlled this meeting 

 

What went well 

The planning of sprints went well and also writing the project description that we sent to our 

instructor. We all managed to set up Flutter and started learning to code on it. We also finished 

the user stories. 

 

What we could have done better 

We could not complete the Figma sketches because we did not have a google pay account and 

could not download it because it is not available for Iceland in Google Pay. We also could have 

managed our time better. Rather much time was wasted when too many were focusing on one 

task that wasn't that comprehensive. We want to be more organized regarding the distribution 

of tasks between group members and document the time that goes into them in more detail. 

 

What we are bringing to the next sprint 

Finishing the sketches in Figma 

9.3.3. Sprint 3 

The main focus of this sprint was to organize the group better, set up a more detailed backlog of 

tasks, and how they should be distributed on sprints and group members. In this sprint one of 

the bigger tasks was to start coding the app, two group members are responsible for the app. 

The other big task in this sprint was to start working with the hardware, three group members 

are responsible for the hardware. 
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Sprint backlog 

Sprint 3 25.01-31.01    

Task Total time Estimated time Task completed 

Meeting with Smart Solutions 10 10 Yes 

Meeting with instructor 2.25 2.5 Yes 

Retro and daily standup 10 10 Yes 

Sprint planning 12 10 Yes 

App: appbar design and functionality for pass 

details 2 6 Yes 

App: appbar design and functionality for pass view 8.5 8 Yes 

App: No passes view 4.5 5 Yes 

Get functionality on hardware against DotOrigin 

passes 10 5 Yes 

Research Hardware VTAG100 17.5 10 Yes 

Set up and start to code Android app 9.25 10 No 

Write project description 9.25 8 Yes 

Write work schedule and the first draft of the 

project plan 6 6 Yes 

Figma sketches 1 3 No 

Total time 101.25 93.5  

Table 26: Sprint 3 backlog. 

 

The retrospective meeting was held on the Monday after sprint 3 before we started the next 

sprint. It was held at Gróska and Arndís controlled this meeting. 

 

What went well 

We decided to split up into 2 groups, 2 work on the app, and the other three work on NFC and 

hardware for better time management. Finished loosely planning all sprints throughout this 

semester which gives us a better overview. We researched the hardware and managed to get 
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hardware functionality for the passes. Started programming the app and finished a few views for 

the app. We set up the skeleton for the final report, wrote and turned in the "Verkskipulag" 

report. 

 

What we could have done better 

Realizing the scope of each project, we thought that the hardware would be more difficult than 

the App but the hardware took a much shorter time than expected. We also underestimated the 

importance of connecting the backend to the app. 

 

What we are bringing to the next sprint 

- Figma sketches are almost ready, but there are some details we have not decided on. 

- My passes view and Pass details tasks regarding coding the app. 

 

9.3.4. Sprint 4 

Sprint backlog 

In this sprint, we continued working on the app while we will get to know the backend more.  

Sprint 4 01.02-14.02    

Task Total time Estimated time Task completed 

Meeting with SmartSolutions 20 20 Yes 

Meeting with instructor 5 5 Yes 

Retro and daily standup 20 20 Yes 

Sprint planning 15 10 Yes 

Figma: remove popup view 1 1 Yes< 

Pass details: Member pass view 20 25 Yes 

Pass details design: NFC pass 1.5 2 Yes 

Risk Analysis 2.5 1 Yes 

Set up skeleton for first status meeting 12 4 Yes 
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Research if smart scanner is a possibility 2 2 Yes 

Presentation of the project 12.5 12 Yes 

Get correct data to playground 6 4 No 

Connect to the database 18 20 Yes 

Get to know the backend 6 8 Yes 

Research GraphQL 4 6 Yes 

Get functionality on hardware against Apple 

passes 2 5 Yes 

App: Menu -> settings, about, contact 6 4 Yes 

App: scanner to scan pass 6.5 8 Yes 

Program NFC functionality on apple app 2 6 Yes 

App: remove popup view 4 3 Yes 

Research if the gate in the swimming pools can 

work with our hardware 9 20 No 

Total time 175 186  

Table 27: Sprint 4 backlog. 

 

The retrospective meeting was held on the Monday after sprint 3 before we started the next 

sprint. It was held at Gróska and Inga controlled this meeting 

 

What went well 

The programming of the app went well, we are making good progress and on a good track, 

member pass view is completed. 

Meetings with third parties that will potentially participate in our project went well and we got a 

lot of positive feedback and clear interest from them, for example the Swimming pools. 

 

What we could have done better 

The recording of the group times has not been accurate enough as TimeDoctor has been a little 

hard to deal with. Also, we are going to document only by tasks we have created. 
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Cooperation and discussion with third parties, that will hopefully participate in the project, is 

taking a bit of time and they are moving rather slow for us. 

The backend is a tricky task that we are moving through slowly but steadily. 

 

What we are bringing to the next sprint 

Continuing programming the app and continuing fetching the data from the database and trying 

to display them through our app, then fetching the correct data to display. 

Still not able to finish the sketches in Figma because we have to decide how the error and popup 

windows should look like, and which one we will need. 

9.3.5. Sprint 5 

In this sprint, we got the actual data for the app and displayed it in the app. We were in touch 

with Tæknivit to connect Smart Solutions readers to their hardware.  

Sprint backlog 

Sprint 5 15.02-28.02    

Task Total time Estimated time Task completed 

Meeting with SmartSolutions 20 20 Yes 

Meeting with instructor 5 5 Yes 

Retro and daily standup 15 12 Yes 

Sprint planning 20 15 Yes 

Get the pass in the app 14.5 15 Yes 

Work on the report for status meeting 45 15 Yes 

Figma: Member pass 0.25 1 Yes 

Pass details: Member pass 0.5 12 Yes 

Get data from backend 5 5 Yes 

Research: Backup passes - Android 1 5 No 

Connect Smart Solutions readers to Tæknivit 4 5 No 

Connect Smart Solutions readers to Reykjavík 4 5 No 
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swimming scanner 

Figma: Add pass 0.25 1 Yes 

Figma: NFC confirmed 0.25 1 Yes 

Pass Details: NFC confirmed 2 2 Yes 

Research: Decrypt and encrypt for endpoints 0 2 No 

Pass Details design: Remove pass pop up 

window 3 3 No 

Create presentation for status meeting 35 15 Yes 

Prepare status meeting 13 8 Yes 

Status meeting 3.75 5 Yes 

Total time 191.5 150  

Table 28: Sprint 5 backlog. 

 

The retrospective meeting was held on the Monday after sprint 5 before we started the next 

sprint. It was held at Gróska and Helga controlled this meeting. 

 

What went well 

Getting actual data from the backend to display it in the app.  

All the work between group members.  

We were very happy about the status meeting  

 

What we could have done better 

We could have estimated the time better that it took to prepare the presentation for the status 

meeting. That took much more time than we expected and therefore there were some tasks that 

we could not finish.  

 

What we are bringing to the next sprint 

In the next sprint, we are going to continue building the app with actual data from the backend. 

One part of the group is going to work on the NFC for the app. The other part of the group is 
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going to figure out a device id for a specific user and try to get the right data into the app for that 

device id. 

9.3.6. Sprint 6 

In this sprint, one part of the group focused on getting the right passes into SmartWallet by device 

Id. The other half focused on the app and made all passes look like they should look from the 

actual data.  

Sprint backlog 

Sprint 6 01.03-14.03    

Task Total time Estimated time Task completed 

Meeting with SmartSolutions 20 20 Yes 

Meeting with instructor 5 5 Yes 

Retro and daily standup 15 15 Yes 

Sprint planning 20 20 Yes 

Figma: My passes view 1 0.5 Yes 

My passes view 6 6 Yes 

Research: Backup passes - Android 4 6 Yes 

Change getAllPasses endpoint 9 5 Yes 

Pass Details - input fields 5.5 6 Yes 

Pass Details - pass fields 9 6 No 

Program firebase login 3 10 No 

Get the passes up on all computers 2 1 Yes 

Program NFC for Android app 30 20 No 

Get all info to pass 2 3 Yes 

Copy of getAllPasses endpoint by deviceld 24 8 No 

User test in Figma 9.5 6 Yes 

Pass details: Remove pass pop up window 0.25 0.5 Yes 

Set up database 4.5 2 Yes 
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Research NFC 2 8 Yes 

Get Correct data to playground 1 1 Yes 

Total time 171.75 148  

Table 29: Sprint 6 backlog. 

 

The retrospective meeting was held on the Monday after sprint 6 before we started the next 

sprint. It was held at Gróska and Andrea controlled this meeting. 

 

What went well 

The user tests went well and a lot of good ideas from the users that we are going to take into 

account.   

 

What we could have done better 

There were some issues with trying to figure out the device id and we could have stopped trying 

to figure it out and ask for help sooner because it took much more time than it should have taken.  

 

What we are bringing to the next sprint 

In the next sprint, we are going to have big planning because there are many risk factors that are 

hindering our project. All the tasks that are unfinished in this sprint will be finished in the next 

sprint. We will discuss all the comments from user tests and figure out if we want to change our 

project. 

9.3.7. Sprint 7 

We decided to have this sprint only one week because we wanted to use the time for preparing 

the status meeting. Also, we are having a meeting in the next week with a programmer that is 

going to help us with some tasks that we are stuck on. So the main focus for this sprint is 

reorganizing our tasks and using the time for updating the documentation.  
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Sprint backlog 

Sprint 7 15.03-21.03    

Task Total time Estimated time Task completed 

Meeting with SmartSolutions 10 10 Yes 

Meeting with instructor 2.5 2.5 Yes 

Retro and daily standup 7.5 7.5 Yes 

Sprint planning 10 10 Yes 

Reorganizing of tasks and distribution of tasks 14.5 15 Yes 

Prepare status meeting 7 6 Yes 

getAllPasses endpoint by deviceld 17 8 No 

Display of our work in the backend 3 2 Yes 

App: bug fixes 4 2 Yes 

Program NFC for Android app 10 6 No 

Status meeting 3.75 3.75 Yes 

Meeting with programmer 6 3 Yes 

Total time 70.5 65.75  

Table 30: Sprint 7 backlog. 

 

The retrospective meeting was held on the Monday after sprint 7 before we started the next 

sprint. It was held at Gróska and Inga controlled this meeting. 

 

What went well 

We had big planning with Þórdís and all the discussions were useful to continue with our project.  

 

What we could have done better 

Nothing specific 
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What we are bringing to the next sprint 

The next sprint will be three weeks long and we are planning on programming a lot. We will meet 

a programmer at the beginning of the next sprint who will help us with some issues that we are 

having. After that meeting, we are hoping that we can follow our plan, with reorganized tasks, 

that we have set up for the next three weeks.  We discussed that we will have to log in to our app 

so we can transfer the passes easily if people are switching devices and we do that by 

implementing firebase to our project.  

9.3.8. Sprint 8 

During this sprint, we wanted to focus on implementing the NFC functionality and figure out the 

best way to do that. We also wanted to finish the firebase login and work in the backend. The 

exams started at the end of this sprint and we were aware that we would need time to study for 

them. 

Sprint backlog 

Sprint 8 21.03-12.04    

Task Total time Estimated time Task completed 

Meeting with SmartSolutions 20 20 Yes 

Meeting with instructor 5 5 Yes 

Retro and daily standup 15 15 Yes 

Sprint planning 24 30 Yes 

Research if the gate in the swimming pools can 

work with our hardware 1 1 Yes 

Connect Smart Solutions readers to Tæknivit 1 1 Yes 

Connect smart Solutions readers to Reykjavík 

swimming scanner 1 1 yes 

Hardware documentation 4 4 Yes 

NFC documentation 5 6 Yes 

Meeting with dotOrigin 1 2 Yes 

Firebase login 14 12 Yes 
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Skiptakort / inneignarpassi 8 6 Yes 

Update report 8 12 Yes 

NFC with app researching 10 16 Yes 

NFC implementing in app 12 16 No 

NFC testing in app 8 12 No 

Pop-up window in camera 2 3 Yes 

Add pass function in bakcend 3 3 Yes 

Fix design of the app based on test results 8 6 Yes 

Delete pass function in backend 5 6 Yes 

Add phone number to database 6 8 Yes 

Total time 161 196  

Table 31: Sprint 8 backlog. 

 

The retrospective meeting was held on the Monday after sprint 8 before we started the next 

sprint. It was held at Gróska and Katla controlled this meeting. 

 

What went well 

We had a good meeting with DotOrigin and found four ways we could try to get NFC functionality.  

 

What we could have done better 

The bad news is that DotOrigin the scanner company had misunderstood us and thought that we 

were writing a Google Smart Tap Pass and not a wallet app that looks like Google Smart Wallet 

with passes. We should have been more clear since now we have a massive issue since your 

scanners don't work with NFC 4 payload. 

 

What we are bringing to the next sprint 

Working on NFC functionality and continuing working on the backend. 
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9.3.9. Sprint 9 

During sprint 9 we wanted to work on a solution to our NFC problem and find a way to implement 

NFC functionality. We wanted to focus on the backend and try to implement as much 

functionality as we could, as well as writing the deep link for the distribution page. We also 

wanted to write the firebase login in the app and connect it with the backend.  

Sprint backlog 

Sprint 9 12.04-25.04    

Task Total time Estimated time Task completed 

Meeting with SmartSolutions 20 20 Yes 

Meeting with instructor 2.5 5 Yes 

Retro and daily standup 15 15 Yes 

Sprint planning 24 30 Yes 

Hardware documentation 3 6 No 

NFC documentation 8 8 No 

NFC with app researching 14 8 No 

NFC programming in app 19 8 No 

Meeting with Dot Origin 6 4 Yes 

NFC test 10 12 No 

Bridge between Flutter and Kotlin 8 8 Yes 

Distribution - Add pass with button 10 8 No 

Distribution - Deeplink into SmartWallet 20 12 Yes 

Update report 4 8 No 

App fix Navigation 7 8 Yes 

Language settings - IS/EN 2 10 No 

Add new user table into database 3 10 Yes 

Create SUS testing 2 8 Yes 

Create Attrakdiff testing 0.5 8 Yes 

Backend - delete pass function in app 6 5 No 

Backend - add pass function in app 6 5 No 
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Backend - connect to firebase and add to user to 

backend 10 8 No 

Backend - connect pass to each user 5 6 No 

App - add firebase login into app 4 6 Yes 

App - new view when scanning correct qr code 2 3 Yes 

App - Pop up when scanning qr code with wrong 

pass id 3 2 Yes 

App - test login and fix 4 5 Yes 

App - bug fixes when adding pass 3.5 2 Yes 

App - login UI 8 3 Yes 

App - QR-bugs 3 3 Yes 

Total time 232.5 244  

Table 32: Sprint 9 backlog. 

 

The retrospective meeting was held on the Monday after sprint 8 before we started the next 

sprint. It was held at Gróska and Arndís controlled this meeting. 

 

What went well 

Programming the backend went well as well as writing the firebase login in the app. We managed 

to finish the deep-link to the distribution page even though it was harder than we thought.  

 

What we could have done better 

Implementing the NFC functionality did not work this sprint and we are not sure what to do next. 

We underestimate how hard writing the deep link for SmartWallet was, we hope that we will be 

able to finish it next sprint.  

 

What we are bringing to the next sprint 

Try to implement NFC functionality, writing the deep link for SmartWallet, and continue working 

on app and backend 
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9.3.10. Sprint 10 

Finally, we can only focus on this project because all others courses in school are over. So we are 

therefore very excited for the coming weeks. In this sprint, we split ourselves up. Andrea and Inga 

will work on NFC functionality for the app. Katla will do all tasks for the backend, Arndís will do 

all tasks for the frontend and Helga will continue working on the app.  

Sprint backlog 

Sprint 10 26.04-02.05    

Task Total time Estimated time Task completed 

Meeting with SmartSolutions 15 20 Yes 

Meeting with instructor 2.5 5 Yes 

Retro and daily standup 15 15 Yes 

Sprint planning 10 30 Yes 

NFC documentation 3 2 Yes 

NFC with app researching 10.5 8 No 

NFC programming in app 12 8 No 

NFC test 11 4 No 

Solution for NFC 10 10 Yes 

Update report 11 8 Yes 

Set up skeleton for final presentation 2 2 Yes 

Update slides 1 1 Yes 

Distribution - Add pass with button 8 10 Yes 

Language settings - IS/EN 9 4 Yes 

Language settings button - IS/EN 6 3 No 

Font in app 3 5 Yes 

Distribution - View of pass with input fields 13 8 Yes 

Set up tests for app 2 2.5 yes 

SUS testing set up 1 1 Yes 

Attrakdiff testing set up 0.5 1 Yes 

Distribution - Deeplink into SmartWallet 12 10 yes 
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Backend - delete pass function in app 6 8 Yes 

Backend - get pass that is added to app 5 4 Yes 

Backend - add pass function in app 5 4 Yes 

Backend - connect to firebase and add to user to 

backend 11 8 Yes 

Backend - connect pass to each user 7 8 Yes 

Backend - change database 4 5 Yes 

Bug fixes in code and git 4 4 Yes 

App - do pass preview 1 2 Yes 

App -refreshing passes when deleting and refresh 

button 4 2 Yes 

App - merging app with backend changes 3.5 6 Yes 

App - Navigate to correct screen with deep link 4 5 Yes 

App - pop up when deep link has wrong pass id 2.5 2 Yes 

App - add pass by deep link 1 2 Yes 

App - deep link when user is logged out 3 2 Yes 

App - watch flutter videos about navigation 1 1 Yes 

App - fix remove button functionality 3.5 2 Yes 

App - fix loading when in passes view 1 0.5 Yes 

App - resend code in log in 2 3 Yes 

App - verifying code, keyboard: only integers 0.25 0.25 Yes 

App - Make sure you can't go to the login page 

when you are logged in by back button 1 1 Yes 

App - make send code button disable when the 

user input is not 6 char 1.5 0.5 Yes 

App - make send phone number button unable 

when the phone number is not long enough 1.5 0.5 Yes 

App - new figma design for login 2 1 Yes 

App - program login with new design 3 4 Yes 

App - connect no passes view widget 2 1 Yes 

App- fix loading when adding pass with wrong pass 

id 1 0.5 Yes 
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App - should be able to go back when verifying 

code 1.5 0.5 Yes 

App - fix refresh when removing pass and adding 

pass 2 3 Yes 

App - test all back state when adding many passes 

by qr code 3 3 No 

App - fix back state when adding pass 4.5 3 No 

Total time 249.25 235.25  

Table 33: Sprint 10 backlog. 

 

The retrospective meeting was held on the Monday after sprint 10 before we started the next 

sprint. It was held at Gróska and Arndís controlled this meeting. 

 

What went well 

All group members had a good focus on their tasks and there was a very good flow between 

group members. The connection between backend and app worked like it should and getting 

passes in the app worked fine.  

 

What we could have done better 

We could have seen sooner that programming NFC for flutter is much more problematic than we 

assumed and then we could have gotten help sooner.  

 

What we are bringing to the next sprint 

We will continue on making the distribution page ready and implement all functionality for the 

backend and the app for A-requirements. After that, we will do some functionality tests on the 

app. We have decided to put NFC functionality on hold until we get some help. 

 

9.3.11. Sprint 11 

The app and backend work is going very well and the goal of the next sprint is to finish all tasks 

that relate to A- requirements. The group is still split up. Katla and Helga are going to work on 
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the app and backend.  Andrea is going to do some tasks for the app as well as started 

implementing Rapyd Pay with Arndís. Arndís is also going to continue working on the distribution 

page and Inga is working on the final report.  

Sprint backlog 

Sprint 11 03.05-14.05    

Task Total time Estimated time Task completed 

Meeting with SmartSolutions 15 20 Yes 

Meeting with instructor 5 10 Yes 

Retro and daily standup 30 30 Yes 

Sprint planning 12.5 15 Yes 

Distribution - View of passes 10 12 Yes 

Distribution - View of passes in mobile 12 12 No 

Language settings button - IS/EN 9 10 Yes 

Rapyd Pay research 13 3 Yes 

Rapyd Pay implementation 11 6 No 

Work on final report 126 52 Yes 

Skeleton for operating manual 2 1 Yes 

Skeleton of User instructions for the system - if 

needed 2 1 Yes 

Distribution - Finishing touches 14 6 Yes 

NFC Read-a-Card software setup 10 8 Yes 

API research for NFC Read-a-Card software 4 3 Yes 

API implementation for NFC Read-a-Card software 2 5 No 

Backend - add language to each user and set that 

language when opening the app 12 8 Yes 

Deciding what data to keep and how to implement 

when scanning a NFC pass 3 2 Yes 

Backend - one device login 8 8 Yes 

App - test app when there is no internet connection 2 2 Yes 

App - Fixing language bugs 5 4 Yes 
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App - do error check if the app can not get data from 

backend 5 4 Yes 

App - test all back state when adding many passes by 

QR code 2 5 Yes 

App - fix back state when adding pass 4 5 Yes 

App - test all back state when removing many passes 4 3 Yes 

App - fix back state when removing many passes 7 3 Yes 

App - test all back state when adding many passes by 

deep link 2 3 Yes 

App - fix back state when adding many passes by deep 

link 9 3 Yes 

App - test all back state when doing everything in the 

app 2 4 Yes 

App - fix back state when pop up window is on the 

stack 1 2 Yes 

App - fix the navigation so you can never go back with 

back button when you should not be able to 8 8 Yes 

App - fix pass preview 0.25 0.25 Yes 

Test app and find bugs 25 20 Yes 

Work on final presentation 65 36 Yes 

Analyze SUS testing results 4 6 Yes 

Analyze Attrakdiff results 7 6 Yes 

Add strip image and thumbnail to pass preview 4 4 Yes 

Write user tests in reoprt 12 6 Yes 

Documentation for code turn in - frontend 4 4 Yes 

Documentation for code turn in - backend 4 4 Yes 

Add footer to distribution page 11 6 Yes 

Commenting code 10 6 Yes 

Finish the operating manual 13 15 Yes 

Finish the user instructions 14 12 Yes 

Finish the details in the app 75 16 Yes 

Total time 599.75 399.25  

Table 34: Sprint 11 backlog. 
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The retrospective meeting was held on the Monday after sprint 11 before we started the next 

sprint. It was held at Gróska and Helga controlled this meeting. 

 

What went well 

Everything was on time and all tasks for A-requirements were finished.  We moved NFC 

functionality from A to C, since we are having trouble with it.  

 

What we could have done better 

Nothing specific.  

 

What we are bringing to the next sprint 

Finishing some of B-requirements, including Rapyd pay, do functionality tests on the app, and fix 

all bugs. Finish distribution page and prepare the final presentation.  

10. Final Product  

10.1 General info 

Up to this point, the group has researched Google Pay passes, NFC, Hardware and ways to backup 

passes extensively. The app has been implemented with all the support of adding a pass, deleting 

a pass, updating a pass, and using it. Backup of passes has been implemented and functions as it 

should, with respect to not allowing duplicate of passes and more than one user of a pass. The 

group has implemented changes in the backend which support the functionality which the app 

performs. The distribution page has also been implemented to support Google pay passes, so 

users can access the passes and download them to their Android phones, and open them in 

SmartWallet. Users can insert information onto the passes on the distribution page and are 

provided with a visual display of the pass itself. The NFC functionality has been implemented for 

Apple passes, and the VTAP100 scanner is programmed to accept the payload from both Apple 

and Android. 
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10.2. Statistics of finished requirements 

Here we have summarized the progression of requirements into charts. Requirements labeled as 

A are absolutely necessary for the final product and thought to be the most important. 

Requirements labeled B are aspects that would be nice to have and would make the final product 

more appealing. Requirements labeled C are aspects that are not necessary and unlikely to 

become reality but we like to dream big.  The group was able to finish all 17 A-requirements and 

6 of 14 B-requirements and none of the C-requirements. 5 of 14 B-requirements are in progress 

as well as 4 of 8 C-requirements.  

 

 

Diagram 3: Requirement status 

 

10.3. Burndown Chart 

The following chart shows a burndown of the total estimated story points for the whole project. 

The blue line shows the estimated remaining story points, and the red line shows the real 

remaining story points of the total estimated story points. One story point is one hour.  
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Diagram 4: Burndown chart for the projects story points 

 

 We can see that ideal remaining story points are lower than actual remaining story points. There 

are some tasks we could not finish, for example all tasks regarding programming and testing NFC. 

We also chronically underestimated the time each task would take, and that is why we were 

never able to follow the ideal remaining story points. In the last sprint we have been able to finish 

a lot of story points but we still have 155 points left. 

10.4. Pie Chart 

The following pie chart shows how much time has been spent on the project categorized by the 

time of work. The categories are preparation, design, research, coding, meetings, and 

documentation. The number of hours on each category is shown as well as how much percentage 

of time has been spent on each category. 
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Diagram 5: Time spent on the project 

 

The first thing you notice when you look at the graph is that coding took most of our time or 

about 38%. Meetings took about a quarter of our time, we needed to have a lot of meetings since 

Smart Solutions does not have a tech department and we needed to find all solutions of our 

problems by ourselves and then run them by the owners of Smart Solutions. 

11. Next steps and future vision 

Implementation of NFC to the app and passes is in progress and will be finished by the group 

after the deadline of the final project, the same is for the payment for the distribution page 

though Rapyd. The app will be released for the public later this year but for that to happen there 

are still some tasks that need to be implemented. These tasks were not considered directly 

related to our project since its main focus was Android passes and NFC functionality. They are to 
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implement the punch passes both in the backend and the app. It will not be possible for an 

account to log into the same device twice if the account has logged into another device in the 

meantime. As the app will include the driver’s license, Syndis needs to security check the app 

before the release, and the final step would be to migrate all the existing passes from the old 

system to the new system.  

 

Our future vision for the project is that its product will be used in a variety of places, making the 

already existing process more user-friendly and technological. The NFC technology is a safe and 

comfortable solution that has great potential, especially within the branch of technology that 

focuses on digital passes and keys. Imagine picking up your prescriptions in the pharmacy with a 

single scan from your phone or never needing your keychain again to open doors to your home, 

workplace, or even start your car. The possibilities are endless and we cannot wait to see where 

this technology leads us.   
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13. Appendix 

 

User tests questions - design prototype 

 

User tests answers - design prototype 

 

System test questions  

 

System test and SUS test answers 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_1aBn--zl5gq1v317eKfuL2OGV7uWQFmM3QtR3i225k/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JvY6OWbEaowveRqrZenlppFbBZ4hWd0G3xwHzcWlJFI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/144lMoupkyA7o-BzUG5sSUZBHaD0ZWFh1_TGgAvwuG5A/edit?fbclid=IwAR35lYH2KmknZYhDY0F-XnMjyEetuyCzd1deE2p9Hho4t8ujP3DUPENJZsY
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R9FkrzBtqj_2UEOyhAfw1gMPjraH1nEhkemENHhdVvU/edit?usp=sharing
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